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Abstract 

The aim of the paper is to present a new approach, based on the conception of adaptive fitted 

observation [1-5], applied to analysis, synthesis and optimization of the structure and parameters of 

multi-pass compensatory analog-to-digital converters (ADC) with optimally controlled residuals gain. 

A particular feature of the approach is introduction of digital blocks and new adaptive algorithms for 

joint data-processing and control of analog blocks of converter ensuring the most effective, in the 

given conditions, conversion of the input voltage. Optimal adaptive adjusting of the main converter 

parameters extends significantly a range of possible applications of the device, improves its accuracy 

and dynamic characteristics. 

Keywords: analog-to-digital converters, measurement systems.  

1 Introduction 

The task of the multi-pass (multi-step) compensatory analog-to-digital converters 

(MCADC) is an extension of input range of converter under simultaneous improvement of 

resolution and increase of sampling frequency. The main idea of MCADC [6-8] is based on the 

sample-by-sample forming a differential (residual) signal τ−−= tttt yye ,
ˆ , which is next 

amplified controllably (see Fig. 1) and digitized in an internal ADC. We assume that the input 

signal ty  consists of the useful 
t

X
Tθ  and noise tν  components. Vector of unknown parameters 

TL ]., . . ,,[ )()2()1( θθθ=θ  is the vector to be measured (estimated) and TL
tttt XXX ]., . . , ,[ )()2()1(=X  

is the vector process consisting of known deterministic signals. Current values of compensating 

signal τ−tty ,
ˆ  are formed by DACN -bit (13-bit in [8]) digital-to-analog converter (DAC) using 

numerical prediction 1,
ˆ −nny  of the input signal ny  values calculated in data-processing block (τ  

is a time-delay in the feedback loop). Estimates 1,
ˆ −nny  are calculated in data-processing block of 

MCADC on the basis of earlier observations 1
111

~}~ ..., ,~{ −
− = n

n yyy . Before processing these 

observations are converted by a fast low-bit internal ADC into ADCN -bit (8-bit in [8]) words 

)( DACADC NN < . The input range ],[ DD−  of the internal ADC is known and fixed. The 

quantization step is equal to )2/(
1−=∆ ADCN

D . 

Nowadays, there is no advanced statistical theory of multi-pass analog-to-digital conversion. Its 

development requires adequate nonlinear models of the internal amplifier and ADC, which should take 

into account limited, in every case, input range. The goal of the paper is presentation and discussion of 

the approach enabling analysis and optimization of MCADC work as well as design of new adaptive 

data-processing algorithms.  

                                                           
1
 Konrad Jędrzejewski is a holder of a scholarship for young scientists from The Foundation for Polish Science 
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Fig.1. Simplified block diagram of two-pass ADC used in HP 3561A signal analyzer [8] 

The essence of the approach is joint consideration of digital and analog blocks operating as 

one unit. A new model of the analog part of MCADC is proposed. It describes work of all 

elements of MCADC, which precede the internal ADC, and takes into account boundaries of the 

ADC input range, compensatory feedback as well as some details of functioning of analog 

elements. The form of the model is as follows (see Fig. 2): 







>−
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+−
=

−

−

−

−
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for       

for       
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nnnn

nnnn

nnnn

nnnnn

n
CDyy

CDyy

yyD
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y

ξ
ξ

  (1) 

Model (1) takes directly into account compensatory regime of the analog-to-digital 

conversion, limited input range ],[ DD−  of the internal ADC, internal noise of amplifier and 

other elements of the analog part of MCADC as well as uniformly distributed in ]2/,2/[ ∆∆−  

noise of quantization. As a sufficiently acceptable, in considered conditions, distribution of the 

summary internal noise n ξ , there is assumed the Gaussian distribution with zero-mean and the 

variance 12/
222 ∆+= ςξ σσ , where the 

variance 
2
ςσ  describes the summary noise of 

elements before the internal ADC. This 

model can be used for analysis of the 

adaptive versions of multi-pass ( ,...2,1=n ) 

MCADC with correction of input and output 

offsets, nonlinearities of input-output 

characteristic of amplifier, errors in 

parameters setting, thermal drifts, etc. [3-4]. 

Direct application of the nonlinear 

model (1) meets practically unsolvable 

difficulties, which make impossible the 

comprehensive mathematical analysis of 

MCADC functioning. For this reason, neither nonlinear characteristic parameters nor noise 

characteristics of the analog part of MCADC are taken into account in MCADC’s data-

processing algorithms. A described in [7-8] two-pass efficient but heuristic algorithm may serve 

as an example. It realizes a simple transfer of code presentations of amplified residuals ny~  

directly to the DAC digital input, allocating the codes, referring to the first pass, in the  

upper bits. 

1,
^ −−= nnnn yye

D

D−

]|~[E nn ey

ne0
nCD /

nCD /−

 

Fig.2. Characteristic described by model (1) 
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As it was shown in [1-5] and earlier works, a possibility of application of the model (1) 

appears if its parameters (parameters of the analog part of MCADC) satisfy the fitting 

condition: 

µ−≥=







≤− ∫

+

−

−−
−

−

−

1d)~|(~ˆPr

1,

1,

ˆ

ˆ

1
1

1
11,

nnn

nnn

CDy

CDy

n
n

n
n

n

nnn yyypy
C

D
yy .  (2) 

Formula (2) determines for each ,...2,1=n  the set nΩ  of „acceptable” values },ˆ{ 1, nnn Cy −  of 

the compensatory signal and the gain of the amplifier, for which a signal from amplifier output 

will not be limited at the internal ADC input with probability not less than a given (confidence) 

level µ−1 . For each value nC  such that nnnn Cy Ω∈− },ˆ{ 1, , model (1) can be replaced by the 

equivalent linear model with the same parameters. This enables us to perform the analysis using 

methods of the conventional linear theory of optimal identification and filtering [9]. 

In the paper, the adaptive and non-adaptive versions of multi-pass MCADC with optimally 

adjusted gain nC  for each following pass ,...2,1=n  are synthesized and analyzed. New 

algorithms for adaptive conversion of input signal under adaptive adjusting of its analog part are 

presented. The main idea of MCADC’s quality improvement is based on maximal utilization of 

adaptive adjusting of the parameters nnn Cy ,ˆ
1, −  in order to shorten extremely the time of 

obtaining the highest achievable MCADC’s resolution MCADCN  of conversion of wide-range 

input signals. Let us remind that the internal ADC has the possibly simplest structure, relatively 

narrow input range, high sampling frequency and low resolution ADCN . We also assume that the 

feedback DAC is of a high quality and adds negligibly small errors to the input residual  

signal te . 

2 Algorithms for optimal conversion under adaptive adjusting of 

MCADC parameters 

According to backgrounds of the optimal statistical synthesis [5,9-10], structure and 

parameters of optimal (the best in the given conditions) algorithms for data-processing and 

control of the MCADC parameters are generally determined by the form of a quality criterion, by 

characteristics and parameters of models of the converted signal and analog part of MCADC, by 

the prior information about the structure of models and their statistical characteristics as well as by 

additional constraints. The results of the statistical synthesis (employing the conception of adaptive 

fitted observation) determine the theoretically best MCADC version ensuring the potentially highest 

quality of conversion. The proposed approach enables not only derivation of optimal algorithms ensuring 

the highest resolution for estimates nθ̂  calculated on the basis of values ny~  obtained in 

sequential passes ,...2,1=n . It also determines optimal values of main parameters of the analog part of 

MCADC to be set at each n. This problem, very difficult for solution in the presence of multiple random 

factors and limited input range of elements of MCADC, is usually solved heuristically, i.e. not optimally. 

A block diagram of the considered MCADC is shown in Fig. 3. The main elements of the 

system are an amplifier whose gain nC  can be fixed (constant) or adaptively controlled, a low-

bit internal ADC converter, digital-to-analog converters (DAC) in feedback loop and a data-

processing and control block. 
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of proposed multi-pass MCADC 

To pay attention to main details of the approach, we will consider the case of MCADC for 

optimal conversion of the input signal samples approximated as constant rectangular pulses of 

the length T  with random amplitudes θ  converted in the presence of additive input noise tν . 

That means we employ the following model of the input signal: 

tty νθ += ,                               Tt ≤≤0 .  (3) 

There is assumed that the value θ  to be converted (estimated) is a random Gaussian value with 

parameters ],[N 00 Pθ  in each cycle of conversion, and tν  is a random zero-mean white Gaussian 

noise with the variance 2
νσ . 

According to the general rules of adaptive fitted observation [1-5], the most accurate 

estimates of unknown value θ  can be obtained by adjusting the MCADC parameters 1,
ˆ −nny , nC  

as follows: 

11,
ˆˆ −− = nnny θ ,                    1

2
−+= nn PDC νσα ,  (4) 

where nθ̂  is the optimal estimate of θ  formed in n-th pass, nP  is the variance of estimation 

errors and constant α  is found from the equation 2/)1()( µα −=erf , where )(αerf  is known 

probability error function [9]. From (4) it follows that the optimal adjusting of the MCADC 

parameters consists in the possibly most accurate compensation of the input signal and 

synchronous increasing of the gain coefficient. 

The fitting condition (2) enables replacement of model (1) by its strictly linear analog with 

the same parameters nnnn Cy Ω∈− },ˆ{ 1, . According to results of works [1-5], optimal estimates nθ̂  

are determined then by the following formula: 

nnnn ya ~ˆˆ
1 += −θθ ,  (5) 

where coefficients na  are calculated independently according to formulas: 

nn

nn
n

C

PC
a

222
νξ σσ +

= ,             
)( 1

222

2
1

2

1

−

−
− ++
−=

nn

nn
nn

PC

PC
PP

νξ σσ
.  (6) 

For MCADC with the fixed gain 0CCn = , maximal accuracy of estimates nθ̂  is reached if 

for each n 

11,
ˆˆ −− = nnny θ ,                  0

2
0 PDCCn +== νσα .  (7) 
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Equations (4-6) determine both the structure and the optimal algorithm for data-processing 

and control of MCADC parameters. The system employing algorithm (4-6) with optimally 

adjusted gain nC  is characterized by a unique fast (exponential in the initial phase of 

estimation) growth of estimation accuracy in comparison with the system employing algorithms 

with fixed gain (5-7). As a consequence, this significantly shortens the time of conversion under 

very high final resolution. Such effects are unattainable in ADCs of conventional compensating 

type with a fixed gain. The presented approach gives designers an effective tool enabling 

complete design of analog and digital parts of adaptive MCADC intended for precise and fast 

analog-to-digital conversion. The possibility of utilization of the approach was investigated in 

computer simulations, some results of which are presented below. 

3 Simulation analysis of MCADC functioning 

The goal of performed experiments was simulation analysis of efficiency of MCADCs’ 

functioning for different bits numbers of the internal ADC. Experiments were carried out for 

identical blocks of 200=K  realizations of signal (2) of 25=N  length ( Nn ,...,2,1= ). Each 

realization was generated with a random value )(kθ  of the estimated parameter θ . Further these 

realization were processed independently by MCADCs with the internal ADC having bits 

number varying from 1=ADCN  to 16=ADCN  both for MCADCs with constant gain of the 

amplifier 0CCn =  and for the gain )(nCCn =  adjusted according to the right-hand rule (4). The 

employed model of the internal ADC has a quantization characteristic of “midtread” type [6] 

(see Fig. 4).  

Computer simulations were carried out 

for the following numerical values of 

parameters: 1=D , 3=α , 32 10−=νσ , 

12/10
242 ∆+= −

ξσ , )2/(
1−=∆ ADCN

D , 00 =θ , 

250 =P . In the experiments, as a basic 

empirical characteristic of the final 

MCADC resolution, the empirical mean 

square root errors (EMSE) of conversion 

was used: 

∑
=

−=
K

k

kk
nn

K
1

2)()( )ˆ(
1

)ˆ(EMSE θθθ ,  (8) 

where )(ˆ k
nθ  is the analog presentation of estimate calculated in n-th cycle of conversion. 

We present below some of the most important characteristics of MCADC, i.e. the 

dependence of )ˆ(EMSE nθ  on the time of observation and on bits number (resolution) of the 

internal ADC. Fig. 5 shows the calculated according to (8) EMSE of the converted values nθ̂  as 

a function of sequential passes ,...2,1=n  and bits number of the internal ADC - ADCN . The plot 

in Fig. 5a presents EMSE of conversion obtained using presented in Fig. 3 MCADC with the 

constant gain of the internal amplifier 0CCn = , whereas the plot in Fig. 5b corresponds to the 

case of the gain nC  optimally changed according to the right-hand rule (4). 

The results presented in Fig. 5b as well as in Fig. 6b demonstrate the significantly faster 

growth of the conversion accuracy, when the internal amplifier gain is optimally adjusted, in 

comparison with the MCADC employing the fixed gain of the amplifier (Fig. 5a and Fig. 6a). In 

the case of fixed gain, the obtained results are considerably worse for each ADCN . 

1,
^ −−= nnnn yye

D

D−

∆−D

]|~[E nn ey

ne

∆

0
nCD /

nCD /−

 

Fig. 4. Input-output ADC characteristic 
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Fig. 5. EMSE of conversion using MCADC systems 

The graphs in Fig. 6 present a family of trajectories of )ˆ(EMSE nθ  as functions of n 

obtained for different numbers of bits of the internal ADC ...,16 ,2,1=ADCN . As it is well seen, 

the estimates 2θ̂ , formed by two-pass MCADC with optimally adjusted gain and 4-bit internal 

ADC ( 4=ADCN ), have the final accuracy about 10 times greater than those obtained using the 

same internal ADC and fixed gain. It should be noticed once more that for every number of 

passes n, MCADC with optimally controlled gain of the internal amplifier ensures much better 

accuracy of conversion than MCADC with fixed gain assuming the same number of bits of the 

internal ADC. For example, for 8-bits MCADC with optimally controlled gain and fixed gain 
2

10 10)ˆ(EMSE −=θ  and 2
10 105)ˆ(EMSE −⋅=θ  respectively (see Fig. 6). 

 

Fig. 6. )ˆ(EMSE nθ  as functions of the number of passes n (time of conversion) 

Single typical trajectories of estimates nθ̂  for 2-bit, 4-bit, 6-bit and 8-bit internal ADCs are 

presented in Fig. 7. Continuous lines correspond to the estimates converted by MCADC with 

adjusted gain, dotted lines - by MCADC with fixed gain, dashed lines - real value of signal. 

There is not visible a dotted line in Fig 7a, because the estimates nθ̂  are equal to zero in the 

case of 2-bit internal ADC and fixed gain of the internal amplifier. The graphs in Fig. 7b-d 

confirm that (under given conditions) use of more than 4-bit internal ADC with optimally 

adjusted gain nC  in three-pass converters does not increase significantly their resolution 
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(accuracy). A similar effect corresponds to each n-pass converter with optimally controlled gain 

nC  and data processing according to algorithm (4-6). 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Typical trajectories of estimates nθ̂  for different internal ADC resolutions 

4 Conclusions 

The approach, based on adaptive statistical fitting of the input signal to the input range of 

converter, intended to optimization of MCADCs’ design was considered. The obtained results 

show that the performance of MCADC can be improved significantly by implementation of 

optimal adaptive control of compensating feedback signal and gain coefficient of the internal 

amplifier using suitably the proposed quasi-optimal data-processing algorithm. Applying such a 

control, it is possible to reach the maximal available accuracy of conversion using internal ADC 

with small bits number. The proposed approach allows to improve the characteristics of existing 

MCADC with a low-bits, low-cost and fast internal ADC. 
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